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INTRODUCTION
Canada’s Ocean Supercluster (OSC) is
changing the way ocean business is done.
A pan-Canadian industry-led organization,
the OSC is designed to harness the power
of unprecedented multi-sector collaboration
to develop and commercialize solutions to
shared ocean challenges; as well as advance
capabilities across fisheries, aquaculture,
offshore resources, defense, transportation,
marine renewable energy, marine bioresources
and ocean technology sectors. The OSC model
leverages a co-investment of more than $300
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million by the private sector and the Canadian
federal government to build a cluster of
ocean industries. The vision is to start and
scale-up more businesses, increase supply
chain opportunities, attract and develop worldclass talent, and accelerate the growth of
Canada’s ocean economy. By aligning large
and small private sector firms with academic
institutions, governments, investors, and global
ocean innovation ecosystems, the OSC is
advancing Canada’s position as a leader in
sustainable ocean innovation.

INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM
The Innovation Ecosystem Program aims to
improve national connectivity and innovative
culture, strengthen the links between small and
large companies to foster new supply chain
partnerships, expand the number of ocean
shared resources, increase commercialization
from post-secondary institutions, and
encourage new entrants into the ocean
economy; both talent and companies. To this
end, the OSC will co-invest with strategic
partners that wish to deliver projects that
support the growth of a thriving ocean
innovation ecosystem. These collaborative
projects, delivered with funding and support
offered by the Innovation Ecosystem Program,
will spur economic development and build the
capacity of our ocean sectors.
There are three streams within the
Innovation Ecosystem Program. They are:
A. Company Creation and Growth
B. Inclusive Talent Attraction and
Transformation
C. Ocean Innovation Resources and
Collaborations

Jointly, the program streams aim to:
• Increase sustainable economic growth (GDP)
from ocean enterprises;
• Develop Canada’s talent pool and
increase technical expertise in the ocean
economy;
• Foster the creation and growth of more
ocean technology companies;
• Enhance the access to and effectiveness of
ocean innovation facilities and institutions;
• Increase collaborations between ocean
companies and member organizations;
• Increase available investment capital in
Canada’s ocean economy;
• Increase commercialization and IPgeneration in the private sector and postsecondary institutions;
• Improve inclusion and participation of
Indigenous and other under-represented
groups in Canada’s ocean industries; and
• Position Canada as a global leader
in collaborative cross-sectoral ocean
innovation.
Further program details can be found in the
OSC Innovation Ecosystem Strategy.
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CALL FOR PROPOSAL STREAMS
Canada’s Ocean Supercluster (OSC) has
launched a call for proposals to fill gaps in
the Canadian ocean Innovation Ecosystem.
Through a series of workshops, Ocean
Supercluster members and stakeholders
have identified several ongoing challenges
faced by ocean companies on their path to
commercialization. Over the coming weeks,
the OSC will accept expressions of interest
from partners that have the expertise and
capacity to deliver incremental, meaningful
collaborative solutions. The Ocean Leaders
Impact Program (OLIP) Call for Proposals is
designed to forge new partnerships that build
on existing resources and create new solutions
that will support ocean SMEs as they grow. The
OLIP Call for Proposals is specifically targeting
two strategic opportunities: mentorship and
experienced ocean talent.

STRONGER OCEAN
MENTORSHIP

As noted in the “Building a Nation of
Innovators” report released by the
Government of Canada in 2019, mentorship
opportunities help “Canadians develop the
technical, analytical, and soft skills needed to
compete for high-quality jobs and to contribute
to the creation of breakthrough technologies
and high-growth firms.” However, a lack of
mentorship opportunities throughout the
various stages of ocean company growth
has been cited by OSC members as a major
challenge within the ecosystem. These
challenges range from difficulties finding
mentors with niche ocean expertise, to
difficulties sustaining mentor relationships
over time, and general difficulties associated
with the lack of diverse perspectives amongst
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the existing pool of experts. For SMEs, scaling
technology and penetrating new markets
through approaches that rely on partnerships
are becoming increasingly important in today’s
digitally-driven economy. There is a need for
mentors that can effectively support SMEs
as they navigate complex undertakings,
including selecting appropriate technology
partners, working with large multi-national end
users, and forming joint ventures and joint
commercialization strategies. There is also a
need for mentors that can support companies
in the later stages of development that are
actively engaging in large-scale cross-sectoral
collaborations, or with high potential startups
and public sector institutions. Overall, strong
mentorship is considered a foundational
component of building successful startups,
with OSC stakeholders noting it is “a key area
of opportunity to support early-stage ocean
companies.”
Within this mentorship stream, the Ocean
Supercluster seeks projects that will:
• Attract, train, and retain new mentors in the
Canadian ocean innovation ecosystem;
• Attracts mentors that can support ocean
SMEs ability to grow via collaborative
business models;
• Facilitate new peer mentorship opportunities
across Canada;
• Foster stronger, mutually beneficial mentormentee relationships;
• Expand Canada’s ocean mentor network
internationally; and
• Facilitate access to a larger pool of skilled
mentors for ocean founders.

ATTRACTING NEW EXPERIENCED OCEAN TALENT

The Ocean Supercluster is expected to
create hundreds of jobs in the short-term
and thousands over the long-term. Using
a sample of 100+ direct jobs that will be
filled by OSC project teams in the coming
months, it is clear there will be demand for
both technical and leadership employees.
67.88% of impending jobs will require some
level of advanced technical competency (e.g.
engineer, technician, software developer, etc)
and 21.73% will be in senior management /
leadership positions. The demand for these
jobs amongst OSC members aligns with
previous findings by the Institute for Ocean
Research Enterprise (IORE), which highlighted
technician roles, software engineers, senior
managers, and experienced supervisors as the
top critical “high demand” positions to be filled
in the ocean sector.
Finding skilled workers for these positions
is a definite challenge for individual cluster
members, however, ensuring the positions
are filled with net-new skilled employees is
a challenge for the entire cluster. According
to internal OSC data collected prior to the
COVID-19 pandemic, most ocean companies
first recruit skilled employees from their home
province/territory and then look to their broader
region. National and international recruitment

is less common, indicating members are
consistently pulling from the same talent
pool. This trend has been exacerbated by the
COVID-19 pandemic, given international and
national mobility restrictions. Overall, ocean
companies have expressed concerns about
their ability to fill positions without recruiting
talent from fellow cluster members or local
companies; an issue that is particularly
problematic within the senior talent and
leadership stream.
With the pursuit of more innovative projects
within the OSC membership and the anticipated
growth of Canada’s ocean industries, the future
of ocean will depend on each company’s ability
to recruit new talent from outside their regular
talent pool and develop senior talent capacity.
The Ocean Supercluster seeks projects that
will:
• Expand the highly skilled ocean talent
pool through domestic recruitment efforts
targeted outside the ocean economy;
• Support ocean SMEs’ abilities to secure
senior leaders and specialized technical
talent from international markets;
• Focus on the career advancement of current
employees with senior leadership potential
within Canadian ocean SMEs; and
• Advance leadership opportunities for diverse
and underrepresented groups.

ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES
Approved projects must achieve at least two
of the following anticipated outcomes:
• Recruits 50 (or more) new mentors whose
skills fill a gap in the Canadian ocean
innovation ecosystem;
• Develops a stronger peer mentorship
network amongst 30 (or more) ocean
founders;
• Fosters 50 (or more) new mentor
relationships between skilled experts and
ocean founders;

• Attracts 50 (or more) net-new senior
technical employees to permanent roles in
Canadian ocean SMEs;
• Attracts 20 (or more) net-new senior
executives to permanent roles in Canadian
ocean SMEs;
• Supports the successful transition of 50 (or
more) current employees within Canadian
ocean SMEs into senior leadership positions;
and / or
• Attracts 20 (or more) diverse and/or
underrepresented employees or mentors to
Canadian ocean SMEs

SELECTION CRITERIA
Project supported through this call for
proposals will have:
• A maximum OSC contribution rate of 50% for
eligible project costs;
• A maximum OSC contribution of $500,000;
• A project term of twelve (12) to eighteen (18)
months;
• Project activities that are incremental in
nature and build upon current ecosystem
capacity;
• A minimum of three project applicants who
are all Canadian entities and OSC members
by the EOI submission deadline;
• One (or more) “net-new” relationships
formed between the project delivery agents;
• A national scope with deliverables targeted
at a minimum of four provinces and / or
terrirotries where OSC members oeprate;
• A clear plan that describes how the project
will be executed and how it could continue
beyond the planned funding period;
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• A breakdown of all associated costs and
commitments, including OSC’s contribution;
• Clearly defined and measurable
collaborations amongst all project delivery
agents and other partners;
• Tangible support from the private sector
(by way of letters of support, project
participation, investment and/or other
meaningful ways that can be clearly
demonstrated.
Given the limited amount of detail requested
during the Expression of Interest (EOI) stage,
the project must show promise of meeting the
above criteria during this stage.
In addition, application submissions are
recommended to address the following:
• Provide new opportunities for women or
other underrepresented group(s); and / or
• Have a detailed action plan for Indigenous
engagement.

APPLICATION PROCESS
Step 1: Expression of Interest
An Expression of Interest (EOI) will briefly outline the project concept, the opportunity, and the
expected outcomes. The EOI must show promise of meeting all Project Selection Criteria during the
Full Project Proposal stage.
All applicants must be OSC members before the EOI submission deadline to be eligible to submit
an EOI.
The OSC will not review draft EOIs or provide detailed project-specific feedback to individual
organizations as they prepare EOIs. However, a webinar will be hosted prior to the EOI submission
date where applicants may ask questions. This will ensure all EOI applicants have access to the
same information.
The EOI template can be found on the OSC website. Applicants must complete and submit an
using the OSC prescribed template by the stated deadline. No additional documents, letters,
appendices, or attachments other than the EOI template will be processed.
EOIs will be reviewed by OSC staff, and external reviewers as required, to determine eligibility. The
lead applicant will receive a notification letter with information on the EOI decision in early August.
If successful, applicants will be invited to submit a Full Project Proposal and will receive feedback
on their EOI submission. Applicants that are not successful in their EOI submission will not receive
detailed feedback.
Step 2: Full Project Proposal
The Full Project Proposal (FPP) will contain extensive details on the project delivery strategy, team
involved, expected outcomes, and financial plan. This step is completed if the EOI is successful.
The details of the proposal development process will only be communicated to successful EOI
applicants. The FPP template (including the budget template) will be provided by the OSC.
Applicants will have four (4) weeks from the date of notification to develop and submit full
proposals.
Guidance on eligible project costs are outlined in the Innovation Ecosystem Co-Investment
Guideline, available on the OSC website.

EOIs and Full Project Proposals must be submitted directly via email at:
olip@oceansupercluster.ca
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APPLICATION PROCESS CONT.
Review Process
During the EOI stage, proposals will be assessed based upon their alignment with the project
selection criteria and potential to achieve OLIP anticipated outcomes. During the Full Project
Proposal Stage, proposal will be assessed based upon the alignment with OLIP project selection
criteria, capabilities of the delivery team(s), potential benefits and incremental impact on the ocean
innovation ecosystem, and on the soundness of the financial and project management plan.
The Full Project Proposals will be evaluated by a Project Review Committee (PRC). This committee
will consist of independent, external reviewers, and will be observed by OSC staff. The PRC will
provide “approval and non-approval” recommendations to OSC staff. Applicants may be requested
by the PRC to revise one or more aspects of their proposal before recommendations are finalized.
Final recommendations will be provided to OSC staff before ratification by the Board of Directors.
Please note, all individuals involved in the evaluation process will be under an OSC non-disclosure
agreement and in compliance with OSC’s Conflict of Interest Policy.
Applicants will be notified of the selection outcome and any conditions for funding. Applicants that
are not successful in their full proposal submissions will be invited to discuss proposal evaluation
feedback.
Timeline
This call for proposals launched June 30, 2021. Expressions of interest (EOI) are due July 28,
2021. Invites to successful EOI applicants will be sent in early August with a due date for full
project proposal submission in early September. All applicants will be notified of results by midOctober 2021.
Project Agreement
Applicants selected for project approval are required to enter an OSC Project Agreement, which
sets out the terms and conditions related to funding. The template project agreement can be
requested by all applicants who are successful during the EOI phase. Candidates are encouraged
to review the template contract agreement prior to submission of the Full Project Proposal.
Approved projects must be contracted with OSC by December 15, 2021. Please reach out via
email with any inquiries at olip@oceansupercluster.ca.
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APPENDIX A: QUICK OCEAN FACTS
Canada’s ocean economy represents 600+
ocean technology firms and 10,000+ fishing
enterprises. Their activities are complemented
by 10 major ocean research centres with global
reach and a highly skilled workforce. These
organizations employ 350,000 employees and
contribute $36 billion dollars to our national
GDP.

With the longest coastline and the fourth
largest ocean territory in the world, the
opportunity to grow Canada’s ocean economy
is significant. The OECD anticipates, that by
2030, the world’s ocean economy will double
to $3 trillion (USD) outpacing the general global
economy by a factor of nearly 20%.

APPENDIX B: SHARED OCEAN
CHALLENGES
Reducing Cost and Risk
All sectors of Canada’s ocean economy are united by the dominating influence of cold, highly
variable, and harsh environmental conditions on their operations. These conditions increase risk
and reduce efficiency of marine based operations, adding cost and complexity for businesses.
While land-based industries can exploit ubiquitous cellular and Wi-Fi networks to deploy novel
digital technologies (e.g. the Internet of Things), it remains a challenge to communicate, collect,
and transmit timely data and to operate reliably and safely in the ocean—even in near shore
conditions. By encouraging cross-sector collaboration and providing industry matching, the OSC
will create a new model for ocean activity, reducing risk for individual organizations.
Strengthening Capability
Canadian companies remain overly reliant on human intervention in harsh operating conditions.
Additionally, there is a limited ocean sector startup pipeline and a limited pool of available talent.
To address this challenge, there is a need to develop, retain, and attract world class talent, draw
on innovative ideas and digital solutions from other jurisdictions as well as increase the number
of start-ups focused on ocean solutions. We need to engage employers, employees, Indigenous
communities and organizations, not-for-profit organizations, as well as academia and employ
multiple strategies to create a diversified and inclusive workforce of the future. Finally, smart
capital focused on investments in the ocean sector needs to be made more easily available so
that businesses can thrive and take on risks associated with innovation.
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APPENDIX B CONT.
Increasing Connectivity
Industry leaders and their immediate suppliers often have a limited awareness of the research
and development activities of other sectors and the creative technological capabilities of SMEs.
This limited awareness exists because there are few mechanisms for idea exchange between
companies that do not have an established commercial relationship. SMEs that are not in the
supply chain often have a weak understanding of large industry needs, which creates a prevalence
for innovation “technology push” rather than the “market pull” of industry. The OSC creates
multiple connection points for its members to strengthen overall ecosystem relationships and
knowledge of ocean activities and marine assets throughout the country.
Increasing Reach
It is sometimes difficult for international companies to navigate the ocean economy in Canada and
identify potential partnerships. Canada’s Ocean Supercluster has the potential to provide a singleentry point to help companies identify potential partnerships. Further, while there is significant
export activity across ocean sectors, there is an opportunity to increase export and supply
chain opportunities for Canadian ocean tech companies and help facilitate connections through
supercluster activities.
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contact@oceansupercluster.ca
oceansupercluster.ca
@CanadaOSC
@Canada’s Ocean Supercluster

